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About This Game

Save the Metal, Save the World, Save the Coffee!

Coffee Crisis is a neo-rogue brawler that puts you in the shoes of the only baristas on Earth with enough heavy metal in their
veins to fend off an alien assault. Play solo or join up with a friend to fight across eight unique locations ranging from your
Coffee House HQ to the far reaches of outer space. Go up against an army of wild alien enemies, and the humans they have

brainwashed with a variety of weapons, special moves, suplexes, and coffee!

The Smurglian race has come to Earth and they're not leaving until they steal our three most prized commodities: heavy metal,
free Wifi, and coffee. Crunch through fistfuls of alien meat as you stop their invasion, and enjoy random modifiers to the

enemies and action on each playthrough. It's a totally unique cup of beat 'em up action every time you play!

Features

Tear off fistfuls of alien meat in Neo Rogue Brawler action!
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Jam out with a pal in Local Co-Op Play!

Encounter random modifiers that could make you an invincible killing machine or summon a swarm of raging possessed
cowgirls! You'll never experience the same cup of cosmic coffee carnage twice!

Bang your head to an incendiary heavy metal soundtrack!

Meet heavy metal bands Pyschostick, Lords of the Trident, Nile, and Terrorizer!

Rock out with retro metal influencers!

Already averted the crisis? Come back for more in Death Metal Mode, where the difficulty is cranked to 11!

Twitch/Mixer integration lets you enjoy the game while keeping both hands on your coffee cup!

So grab a hot mug and save the world!
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Title: Coffee Crisis
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Mega Cat Studios
Publisher:
Mega Cat Studios, Zerouno Games
Release Date: 4 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 32bit

Processor: 2.0+ Ghz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 5670 1GB DDR3 Sapphire

Storage: 700 MB available space

English
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I like this game. this is a good game for 5 dollars.. Reveals some more story content, but not much, and the gameplay is
incredibly bland. Stick with the main game, this isn't really worth your time or money.. Like the soundtrack, and I love wierd
games likes this that are also a bit funny. Hope there's a sequal or at least more from the developer. It's short so bewary.. While
many elements of the game are enjoyable, a set of bugs and the lack of currently available support (the links to the
developer's\/publisher's pages simply go to spam sites at this point) force me to recommend against this game. If it were a free
download, I'd suggest it with the caveat to not get too involved or attached, as there's a good chance you won't be able to finish
the game or achievements. It's always sad to see a game abandoned by its creators, and this one is no exception.. Far from being
worth 10 dollar obviously, but not a bad game / experience AT ALL! (imo)

I got it for a small price on humble so i am happy i have this game.

Maybe i'd be♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥if i did pay 10 bucks tho.... Really liked the idea of another SPAZ. Unfortunately, pretty unhappy
with the experience of this one. The graphics are pretty and I like the developments in the lore for the most part, but the
gameplay's fundamentally changed from the first. That wouldn't necessarily be a bad thing, except SPAZ 2 has restructured the
game in a way that mostly eliminates most of what made SPAZ fun. You spend a lot more time in the system map, directing a
little arrow around the screen and clicking buttons, and a lot less time flying your little ship around "real space" interacting with
other ships directly. The design of the mothership, due to its modular nature, is also much less distinctive and ultimately less
charming.

It's a solidly okay game, but if you've played SPAZ 1, you probably won't find much of the same things you liked about SPAZ
1. If you haven't played either, I'd suggest you pick up 1 instead of 2.. its not as bad as you may think it works better then the
Galdbeck map and the buses are not bad. much better than planetary annihilation, a lot of mods and its open source!. It's a pretty
decent Beat 'em up that's worth its base price of $2, but it begins to feel kind of repetetive towards the end. This game's art style
and character design are pretty neat, but I wish that there was a larger variety of enemies. 8/10 like comment and subscribe.
Starts Up Game: Selects Kong Rong
Turn 1: Defeat rebels.
Turn 2: Use the money in my coffers to expand my army to deal with the Han and Yellow Turbans.
Turn 5: Okay, the siege of some of these towns are taking longer than I thought, waiting it out shouldn't hurt!
Turn 7: Liu Bei's power has grown, he has signed a trade agreement with me as well as many deals in my favour.
Turn 10: Liu Bei's vastly superior army is crushing my Han opponents to the East of my small cluster of settlements, good!
Turn 15: Okay, money is shrivelling up a bit, I haven't encountered enough factions to really benefit from Kong Rong's
  trading perks and whilst food is not an issue because of the fishing ports and farms I prioritised taking at the start
  of the campaign, commerce is failing due to having only 1 trading port. Good thing Liu Bei always gives me good
  deals.
Turn 30: My economy is really struggling, I still have only farms and fishing ports, Liu Bei has taken all of the territories
  around me meaning that I can't expand, Kong Rong is not supposed to be warlike therefore having many armies
  isn't good, therefore I only have my small army consisting of Kong Rong, one Sentinal and one commander, I have
  no hope of taking on the might of Liu Bei, and he won't give me military access unless I give him all of the money
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  I have as well as regular payments of the tiny amount I will make in the future.
Turn 42: Cao Cao has started up trading deals with me! Amazing! Finally I can stop relying on Liu Bei and finally get my
  economy back on track!
Turn 50: Trading is thriving, my monopoly has grown massively and Liu Bei can now no longer offer me the crazy unfair
  deals he peddled to me before But now I have two powerful allies! One in Cao Cao and one in Liu Bei, who is also
  allied with Yuan Shao, this is great! My lands are surrounded by allies, my economy is booming, this is the
  situation Kong Rong was made for!
Turn 60: Cao Cao has broken treaties with me, he is becoming increasingly hostile towards my lands due to the lack of
  military capability, at least I have Liu Bei as a buffer against him.
Turn 74: Cao Cao has declared war upon me and Liu Bei, finally a chance to gain some land and increase my coffers!
Turn 80: Liu Bei has torn through Cao Cao's initial forces, giving way for my smaller force to pick at the scraps and gain
  easy land!
Turn 81: Cao Cao has convinced Liu Bei to turn against me..... Oh f***...
Turn 83: The 2 giants come crashing down on me, Yuan Shao joining the melee as the hounds fall upon the limping gazelle.
Turn 84: I am fighting desperately to hold my final settlement, my capital, I will not let it fall!
Turn 85: *Staring at the Main Menu you screen* Well f*** you Cao Cao...
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No, i`m sorry but Revolt is still much funnier and can make even new players learn it.

RC Mini Racers is not Revolt, cars are a bit bigger, controlling using keyboard is not that impressive and the AI is a challenge
even from Easy races, so new players might not be impressed to pay 4,99 euros.

Revolt is abandonware so you might want to try it before buying this, maybe just maybe i`m to old fashioned... and this RC Mini
Racers game could be great.. It is a modern version of the classic game Space Invaders. Game type is the same extremely fun to
waste time with the game. and Steam Leaderboards provide a competitive aspect to the game and makes it even more fun..
bought it for 89 cent still not worth it, my eyes hurt from what i saw, my ears are bleading from the zebras with the bird noise.
hahaha what a joke.. Okay, that old review which I wrote yesterday was very short-lived. Out with the old, in with the new.
Game beat. Wow.

My god. Aquanox 2 is fantastic. You just float around, doing missions of various kinds, and it stays pretty fresh throughout the
whole game. You're constantly finding new weapons ever few missions with which to keep the exploding of enemy subs
exciting, and while it starts off pretty easy, the game gets a bit more challenging by the end. There's even a boss fight! It's
getting old, how many games today don't have boss fights.

The story is... well, let's be honest. It's interesting. The characters are interesting enough, I guess, despite the fact most of them
don't really change very much over the course of the game. Once or twice the dialogue gets... weird. As in, "what the hell was
the guy writing this stuff smoking" because of the way it looks, sounds and feels like the two characters are suddenly jumping
between two conversations with one another that don't make any sense.

I wouldn't say it's a big deal, but if you don't like listening to and reading a lot of dialogue, this game may not be for you. There's
not even that much, but you are forced to click around the ship or city, wherever you are at the time, to talk to every single
possible person so you get every available job and trigger whatever other dialogue is coming your way. Or whatever. I personally
can easily accept this. Not everyone else can, especially in an FPS which is otherwise considered to be completely action based.

There's no real RPG elements here. But you can choose what weapons you take on any given mission, choose what sub you're
taking, as well as choose to invest in different bits and pieces from whatever arsenal you can find. There's only really three or so
opportunities to buy or sell though, which is kind of a shame. There's also, like I said, a lot of clicking around before and after
missions. So I can see why some might tag this as an RPG - just, you're not roleplaying any old character, you are roleplaying as
Captain Drake or whatever.

Anyway, gameplay. It's immaculate. If you have a joystick, and you love your joystick, hey, you can have fun here easy. If you
want to use your keyboard, same deal. The controls for both can be swapped on the fly, and you can fly sim with just your
keyboard and mouse too, if you really want, for more immersion. I personally stick with the FPS thing because I know it and
love it, but, hey.

Torpedoes are good fun, but I generally don't use them. Mostly because they have a relatively long cooldown, can be dodged by
buzzers (aka flares to you flight sim guys) and can sometimes just be dodged full stop. This is really kind of a shame if I'm
honest, since you'd think they'd work something like bombs. But as it is, especially once you get later into the game, you end up
with railguns and stuff that do just as much if not more damage than your average torpedoes.

It's weird to suggest, but the ending cutscene is well worth it. After all of that effort, and you finally get that reward, and it's a
big cutscene detailing everything, ending the game perfectly, on a "to be continued" essentially, which I find pretty funny
considering we never got a third game... and in fact there's little trace of the Aquanox series anywhere on the internet in terms
of story, so I guess nobody will ever really know how it ends or how it even ties into the first game. Just be creative I guess.

I mean, all in all, I could recommend this for the sole reason that it's a fantastically pretty, imaginative, original game made in a
genre that today has become more green and stale than hard bread.

If back in the day (like, 2003 lol) people could make games like this, why can't we make new games even half as good as
Aquanox?. It's fun to play for a while, even alone all the references in the dialog is just fun to listen to. And the characters
themselves are just hillarious too. I cant wait to see how the Workshop will affect this game. I'll recommend it for sure, it'll be
more fun if you insult your friends with Hollywood roasts.
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